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Abstract
Background: Microbeam radiation therapy (MRT) is a treatment modality
based on spatial fractionation of synchrotron generated X-rays into parallel,high
dose, microbeams of a few microns width. MRT is still an underdevelopment
radiosurgery technique for which, promising preclinical results on brain tumors
and epilepsy encourages its clinical transfer.
Purpose: A safe clinical transfer of MRT needs a specific treatment planning
system (TPS) that provides accurate dose calculations in human patients,taking
into account the MRT beam’s properties (high-dose gradients, spatial fractiona-
tion,polarization effects).So far, the most advanced MRT TPS,based on a hybrid
dose calculation algorithm,is limited to a macroscopic rendering of the dose and
does not account for the complex dose distribution inherent to MRT if delivered
as conformal irradiations with multiple incidences. For overcoming these lim-
itations, a multi-scale full Monte-Carlo calculation engine called penMRT has
been developed and benchmarked against two general-purpose Monte Carlo
(MC) codes: penmain based on PENELOPE and Gate based on Geant4.
Methods: PenMRT, is based on the PENELOPE (2018) MC code, modified to
take into account the voxelized geometry of the patients (computed tomogra-
phy [CT]-scans) and is offering an adaptive micrometric dose calculation grid
independent of the CT size, location,and orientation.The implementation of the
dynamic memory allocation in penMRT, makes the simulations feasible within a
huge number of dose scoring bins. The possibility of using a source replication
approach to simulate arrays of microbeams,and the parallelization using Open-
MPI have been added to penMRT in order to increase the calculation speed for
clinical usages.This engine can be implemented in a TPS as a dose calculation
core.
Results: The performance tests highlight the reliability of penMRT to be used
for complex irradiation conditions in MRT. The benchmarking against a stan-
dard PENELOPE code did not show any significant difference for calculations
in centimetric beams, for a single microbeam and for a microbeam array. The
comparisons between penMRT and Gate as an independent MC code did not
show any difference in the beam paths, whereas, in valley regions, relative dif-
ferences between the two codes rank from 1% to 7.5% which are probably due
to the differences in physics lists that are used in these two codes.The reliability
of the source replication approach has also been tested and validated with an
underestimation of no more than 0.6% in low-dose areas.
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Conclusions: Good agreements (a relative difference between 0% and 8%)
were found when comparing calculated peak to valley dose ratio values using
penMRT, for irradiations with a full microbeam array, with calculated values in
the literature. The high-resolution calculated dose maps obtained with penMRT
are used to extract differential and cumulative dose–volume histograms (DVHs)
and analyze treatment plans with much finer metrics regarding the irradiation
complexity. To our knowledge, these are the first high-resolution dose maps and
associated DVHs ever obtained for cross-fired microbeams irradiation, which is
bringing a significant added value to the field of treatment planning in spatially
fractionated radiation therapy.

KEYWORDS
dose calculation engine, medium energy X-rays, microbeam radiation therapy, micrometric dose
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1 INTRODUCTION

The outcome of radiation therapy in terms of efficacy
and toxicity relies on a compromise made between max-
imizing the deposited radiation dose in the tumoral area
and minimizing the damage to healthy tissues by keep-
ing the radiation dose delivered to these organs as low
as possible.1 Microbeam radiation therapy (MRT) is a
disruptive radiotherapy approach aiming at widening the
therapeutic window by combining the spatial fractiona-
tion of synchrotron generated X-rays into an array of
intense parallel microbeams (25–50-µm wide beams
replicated with a pitch of 200–400 µm) with an irradi-
ation performed at high dose rate to benefit from the
improved healthy tissue tolerance due to the FLASH
effect.2–4 MRT pushes the concept of dose–volume
effect to its theoretical limits with high doses delivered
in the microbeam paths (peak doses), whereas low-
dose areas are found in-between these tracks (valley
doses). Several preclinical studies have demonstrated
the potential of MRT for improving tumor control with
reduced side effects.5–8

The quality of MRT relies on several physical parame-
ters,mainly the X-ray energy and the dose rate.The opti-
mal energy for this treatment varies from 100 to 300 keV
as shown by simulations9 and confirmed experimen-
tally at the Australian Synchrotron.10 Low- to medium
energy photons are required despite their lower pene-
tration ability as they offer sharp penumbras and short
lateral electronic equilibrium distances, thus keeping the
dose between the microbeams as low as possible. Fur-
thermore, the high dose rate is necessary to guarantee
short irradiation times and minimize the blurring effect
caused by the organ motions.11 The third-generation
synchrotron sources provide the high-flux X-ray beams
with the required spectral properties to be adequately
used for MRT.12

After two decades of preclinical studies, the clini-
cal transfer of MRT in oncology and epilepsy man-
agement has started in the frame of large animal

studies. Several challenging medical physics issues
have to be managed to expand the concept of MRT
to human patients treatments.13 Accurate experimen-
tal dosimetry and online monitoring tools are being
developed,10,14 together with state-of -the-art dose cal-
culation engines,15 beam and patient positioning16 and
patient-specific quality assurance.17

In the past decade, numerous studies aimed at val-
idating the dose calculation engines developed for
microbeam radiotherapy. The majority of these cal-
culation engines are based on Monte Carlo (MC)
methods, considering the extremely small beam sizes
and the properties of synchrotron X-rays. These
studies were conducted using various MC codes,
hence with different physical models: INHOM (EGS4),18

PENELOPE,19–23 Geant3 PSI-version,24 Geant4,25–28

EGS4,29–31 EGS5,32 MCNPX33 and EGSnrc.34 A com-
parative study by De Felici et al., summarized the
effect of different MC codes on in-field and out-of -field
doses34: in field doses were found similar amongst all
the codes that have been investigated, whereas Geant4
gave significantly different out of field dose values.

The first attempt to create an MRT treatment plan-
ning system (TPS) being able to use an adequate dose
calculation engine on dosimetry computed tomography
(CT) data was performed by Martínez-Rovira et al.,22

at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
medical beamline (ID17). This full MC dose calculation
algorithm based on PENELOPE/penEasy was modeling
the whole ESRF medical beamline components. How-
ever, it could only be used for unidirectional treatment
and non-conformal irradiation fields. The implementa-
tion of this method in a full TPS has been proposed,
providing 3D conformal MRT could be performed in clin-
ically compatible calculation times.

Several alternative methods aiming at drastically
reducing the dose calculation time were proposed in
order to reach a clinically compatible MRT TPS. A
kernel-based method was developed by Debus et al.35

This remarkably fast algorithm is based on analytical
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TABLE 1 A summary of the existing dose calculation engines for MRT

Algorithm name Developer and year Calculation method Advantages Limitations
Coupled
to a TPS

PenEasy Martínez-Rovira et al. (2012)22 PENELOPE MC code The first precise
micrometric dose
calculation engine for
MRT

1. Time consuming
2. Limited to

unidirectional
treatment

3. Only for
non-conformal fields

No

Kernel based Debus et al. (2017)35 Pre-calculated kernels for
photons and electrons

Fast calculation 1. Lack of accuracy in
valley doses and
heterogeneous
medium

2. Not able to consider
the photon
polarization

Yes
VIRTUOS

Ray-tracing Poole et al. (2017)36 Pre-calculated PVDRs Fast calculation Lack of precision Yes
Eclipse

Hybrid Donzelli et al. (2018)37 Mixed method:
1. Photons transport from

Geant4 MC code
2. Electron transport from

kernel-based method

1. Fast calculation
2. Dose calculation in

multidirectional
treatment

3. Taking into account
the conformal beams

1. Limited to the
macroscopic rendering
of separated peak and
valley doses

Yes
Eclipse38

Abbreviations: MRT, microbeam radiation therapy; PVDR, peak to valley dose ratio; TPS, treatment planning system.

pre-calculated kernels for scattered electrons and pho-
tons. However, its accuracy is significantly lower at inter-
faces,valley areas and beam entrances and it is not able
to take into account the photon polarization. Another
simple but fast dose calculation algorithm with limited
precision was developed by Poole et al.,36 based on pre-
calculated peak to valley doses ratios (PVDRs) and ray-
tracing.More recently,a hybrid algorithm has been devel-
oped by Donzelli et al.,37 at the ESRF-ID17.In this hybrid
algorithm, the primary and scattered photon’s energy
transfer is calculated using Geant4 MC code. Afterward,
the convolution of pre-calculated electrons dose kernels
with the MRT fluence pattern creates peak doses.Valley
doses are calculated from scattered photon interactions
and added to the peak doses. According to the authors,
this method is 600 times faster than a full straightforward
MC method. The cost of this rapidity is being limited to
the macroscopic rendering of separated peak and val-
ley dose maps (see Figure 6 in Ocadiz et al.17). With the
perspective of being used in MRT pre-clinical and clin-
ical trials, some of these algorithms were successfully
implemented in commercial TPSs. The kernel-based
method35 has been coupled to VIRTUOS (A program for
VIRTUal radiOtherapy Simulation and verification),15 the
ray-tracing method has been included in Eclipse TPS
(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA)36 and recently,
the hybrid algorithm is used as a calculation core for
MRT in the research version of the Eclipse TPS.38 A
summary of described existing algorithms is given in
Table 1.

Until now, none of the developed dosimetry tools
combine all the requirements for clinical use in an MRT
dedicated TPS: precision, time efficiency, and spatial
resolution. In particular, as MRT leads to high dose
gradients replicated at a micrometric scale inside the
irradiation field, it is necessary to provide a precise
micrometric dose calculation engine in order to under-
stand the underlying radiobiological mechanisms of
MRT, when being used as multidirectional treatments.8

In this study, we developed a full high-resolution MC
dose calculation engine based on PENELOPE which is
capable of taking into account the 3D conformal MRT
fields, to be used as a calculation core in a clinical MRT-
TPS. This calculation engine aims at being reliable, fast
enough to ensure dose calculation in a clinical context.
It should also allow the display of high-resolution (5 µm)
dose maps and high-resolution dose metrics for MRT.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Monte Carlo simulation code:
PENELOPE

Since MRT deals with electron and photon energy lower
than conventional radiotherapy on micrometric scale, the
choice of an adequate MC code has a crucial role. The
choice of MC code depends on its simulation strategy
class and implemented physical model. Among all the
available MC codes, based on required characteristics,
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PENELOPE39 was chosen for this work and upcoming
developments. PENELOPE is a well-known MC code
in the medical physics domain40,41 for simulating the
photons and electrons/positrons transport within a wide
energy range from 50 eV to 1 GeV in a large num-
ber of materials. The choice of PENELOPE is driven
by the fact that PENELOPE uses a mixed simulation
strategy, allowing detailed or condensed history calcu-
lations for the electrons/positrons transport, based on
the compromises that should be made between the
calculation time and the level of accuracy. Besides, its
random-hinge algorithm provides a detailed descrip-
tion of low-energy electron transport which is impor-
tant for valley dose calculation. Compton differential
cross-section (CDCS) is also a critical subject, as it can
influence the absorbed dose in narrow passages of
radiation (peaks), interfaces, entrance doses42 and the
absorbed dose due to scattering (valley). In order to cal-
culate CDCS, PENELOPE uses the relativistic impulse
approximation rather than Klein-Nishina rough approxi-
mation or Waller–Hartree formalism.39 This approxima-
tion takes into account Doppler broadening and binding
effects and it shows a good agreement with experimen-
tal data, especially at low energies.43,44 Thanks to these
features, PENELOPE has been used as a simulation
tool for stereotactic radiosurgery45 in which high preci-
sion is mandatory.46 Furthermore, the efficiency of this
code in microdosimetry and nanodosimetry has been
proven.47,48 Based on the aforementioned characteris-
tics and also a precise model for polarized photons in
PENELOPE (which is the case of synchrotron-produced
X-rays), this code can meet all specific requirements for
MRT. In this work, we developed a structured general-
purpose main MC parallelized dose calculation engine
for MRT, based on the latest version of PENELOPE
(2018), but modified for accounting for MRT require-
ments.

2.2 PenMRT: PENELOPE for MRT

The main program developed for MRT is called pen-
MRT (PENELOPE for MRT). The general-purpose main
program (penmain) has been modified for being able to
perform dose calculations in adaptive grids that are not
linked to the CT scan voxel size, orientation and loca-
tion. Penmain has also been modified to read voxelized
geometries and quadric geometries at the same time.
These modifications have been inspired by the work
performed by Sempau et al. for penEasy.41 A system-
atic parallelization using OpenMPI has also been imple-
mented in penMRT. The comparison between block
diagrams of penmain and penMRT, shown in Figure 1,
highlights the fundamental features of penMRT.

Geometric features of penMRT. PenMRT initializes
the geometry and tracks particles in quadric geome-
tries in the same ways as penmain (Figure 1a).

However, if a voxelized geometry has been declared
(based on a keyword “CT” in the initialization file), it acti-
vates the particle tracking specific to voxelized geom-
etry (top box, Figure 1b). Thus, the voxelized geom-
etry subroutine works alongside with quadric geome-
try subroutine to handle together voxelized structures
and quadric structures in the same simulations without
requiring temporary phase-space files (PSFs).The loca-
tion tracking subroutine (LOCATE) has been modified so
that if penMRT detects a particle entering a voxelized
geometry, it calls its homolog in voxelized geometry sub-
routine (CTLOC, bottom box, Figure 1b).

In order to allow simulations for beams at various
angles, it is required to rotate and translate each pri-
mary particle together with the dose calculation grid by
using a specific subroutine (PCTSET). When the parti-
cles exit the CT structure, these modifications in trajec-
tory and position are reversed by activating another sub-
routine (PCTUNSET). The advantage of this method is
that there is no longer a need for an external program
to rotate the voxelized geometry such as in PenEasy or
PenCT.22,41,49 Everything is now controlled in the main
script, which reduces the risk of potential errors. The
subroutines are responsible for determining the posi-
tion and direction of particles after each event were kept
intact. However, the JUMP subroutine is modified to pro-
vide a distance to travel in CT structure as well as in
quadric geometry.

Radiation source replication in penMRT. In MRT, the
radiation source consists of an array of microbeams
separated by the desired center-to-center distance.This
array is produced by using a so-called multislit colli-
mator (MSC).50 Planning in MRT also requires simu-
lations of broad beams as the irradiation parameters
are given in a reference non fractionated field. To that
respect, penMRT is able to account for both source
geometries (Figure 2). The calculation time could be
prohibitively long if the simulation includes the multislit
because the amount of particles that are lost is higher
than 85% of the primary particles generated from the
source. Thus, to have an acceptable uncertainty in dose
calculations, without increasing the calculation time, it
has been decided to implement a source replication fea-
ture in penMRT (Figure 2b). To this respect, a single
microbeam source is modeled to the appropriate width
and height. Each primary photon is then allocated to
a given microbeam using a lateral translation ensuring
random distribution in all the microbeams from the array.
This feature is interesting because it can enable the
modeling of non-homogeneous intensity profiles (roll-
off effect) by applying the distribution profile to the ran-
dom translation.

Multiscale adaptive dose grids in penMRT. Covering
the whole patient data with a micrometric dose calcula-
tion grid demands a huge computational capacity and is
not feasible in practice. Besides, a considerable fraction
of the geometry receives a negligible dose. A function
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F IGURE 1 (a) Block-diagram of penmain released by Salvat et al.39 (b) Block-diagram of penMRT highlighting voxelized geometry
processing along with quadric geometry and parallelization

has been implemented in penMRT that establishes a
multiscale dose calculation grid and, with the possibility
for the user to define the resolution of the dose calcu-
lation grids according to the area of interest. Typically,
high-resolution dose calculation grids are 0.005 × 1 ×

1 mm3,where the 0.005 mm is perpendicular to the inci-
dent beam axis in order to measure peaks, valleys and
the transition of peak to valley zones. The medium and
low-resolution dose calculation grids are 1 × 1 × 1 and
10 × 10 × 1 mm3, respectively. It is desirable to cover the
beam passage with a high-resolution grid, and the user
is free to choose the grid resolution and location, based
on their specific needs. An example of dose calculation
grids configurations is shown in Figure 3.With this adap-
tive dose calculation grid, penMRT is able to calculate
dose maps at a micrometric and millimetric scale at the
same time, to give a macroscopic vision of the entire
zone irradiated by microbeam arrays.

PENELOPE simulations parameters for penMRT. In
penMRT, the absorption energies (EABS), as well as the
cutoff energies for hard inelastic events (WCC) and hard
bremsstrahlung events (WCR) have been set to 10 keV
for electrons and 1 keV for the photons.39 This ensures
a mean free path of photons (2.51 µm in water at 1 keV)
and a range of secondary electrons (2.45 µm in water
at 10 keV) significantly smaller than the size of the dose

calculation grids. Another important parameter that has
an impact on charged particles’ transport is the maxi-
mum average angular deflection in multiple-scattering
(C1) and the maximum average fractional energy loss
along the step (C2) which are at the basis of the mixed
approach of PENELOPE.The minimum value of C1 and
C2 (C1 = C2 = 0) results in a detailed time-consuming
simulation and on the contrary, the maximum values of
C1 and C2 (C1 = C2 = 0.2) accelerate simulations to
the cost of a reduced precision in small dose grids.39,46

A detailed study was done by Martínez-Rovira et al.22

to quantify the effect of these parameters on calculation
speed and the precision. In our study, three values of
C1 and C2 values of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 were tested
in order to find an optimal value for subsequent use.
Synchrotron-generated X-rays are linearly polarized in
the horizontal plane.22 As photon polarization affects the
calculated dose away from the beam center,29 in perfor-
mance tests, polarization is taken into account by set-
ting the Stoke parameter P3 to −1. Stoke parameter P3
represents linear polarization and the value −1 meaning
maximum polarization in a horizontal plane.

Improved computational capacity and parallelization
of penMRT. Originally, in PENELOPE, the memory allo-
cation for dose calculation grids is a static allocation.
This limits the computational capacity and the dose
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F IGURE 2 Geometric characteristics of penMRT. (a) A quadric geometry (b) or/and a voxelized geometry can be taken into account. A
source replication option is added to penMRT in order to discard the need to model the multislit collimator. A typical synchrotron-generated
X-ray filtered spectrum, as used in small animals studies, is represented on the left

calculation is confined to a specific number of bins (typ-
ically 512 × 512 × 512). We implemented the dynamic
memory allocation in penMRT instead of the static one,
by using the Fortran 90 related features. The dose cal-
culation capacity has been significantly increased with
the dynamic memory allocation, allowing a continuous
simulation of some hundreds of millions of dose bins
and the production of simulation output files which are
updated at the user-specified time intervals. The mem-
ory capacity is a limiting factor. A typical simulation for
a 2 × 2 cm2 MRT field with more than 107 micrometric
dose scoring bins needs 7 GB of memory per thread.

A “Single Program Multiple Data” (SPMD) scheme
using OpenMPI51 has been implemented in penMRT,
to be able to run the simulation on a cluster of CPUs,
by using various sets of seeds in the random number
generator used by PENELOPE, without recycling multi-
ple times the results generated from the same seed and
introducing unwanted bias.

2.3 Post-processing in penMRT

A set of post-processing scripts necessary for analyz-
ing the results has been developed for penMRT using
Python 3.9 in order to visualize and analyze the dose

maps. In the case of multi-directional treatments, each
beam is simulated separately (see Figure 3a and b).
The dose summation is performed using a custom-
made post-processing script by rotating each dose map
(Figure 3c) and resampling them into 0.005 × 0.005 ×

1 mm3 dose bins (Figure 3d) and summing each inci-
dence to create a unique high-resolution dose map.Fur-
thermore, another set of scripts dedicated to dose met-
rics and planning analysis, which allows us to extract
peak and valley dose maps separately based on the
extraction method described by Ocadiz et al.17 Extracted
peak and valley dose maps, could be used for dose pre-
scription and absolute dose calculation and also com-
parisons with lower resolution peak and valley dose
maps as obtained with the hybrid algorithm.37

The same set of scripts allows us to go beyond the
state of the art in dose metrics adapted to MRT. Typ-
ically in MRT peak (efficacy) and valley (toxicity) dose
values have been studied as well as 1D dose metrics
such as dose profiles or percentage depth dose (PDD)
curves. The PVDR is also used as a quality indicator
that qualifies the microbeam dose distribution with one
number.52 By using penMRT and high-resolution dose
maps, we were able to develop high-resolution differen-
tial dose–volume histograms (dDVHs) and cumulative
DVHs (cDVHs) in order to propose dose metrics that
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F IGURE 3 Multi-scale dose calculation grid configuration. The green arrow represents the direction of the incident beam. Zone (I), zone (II),
and zone (III) represent the high-, medium- and low-resolution regions, respectively. (a) An example of multi-scale dose calculation grid in which
the dose information in the beam entrance and after the target is not needed to be rendered at a micrometric resolution. The high-resolution
calculation grid is confined to the center of the phantom. (b) Same as “a” but with a 45 degrees beam angle. The grid is rotated to remain
perpendicular to the beam axis. (c) The dose map obtained in the “b” configuration is rotated to be presented in the same coordinates as the
reference orientation. (d) Post-processing operation performed on the dose map shown in “c”; the dose map is resampled to be presented in an
orthonormal grid

provide a clear rendering of the dose distribution com-
plexity in MRT and tools for advanced treatment plan
evaluation.

2.4 Cross-validations and performance
tests on penMRT

Benchmarking of penMRT against penmain and Gate.
As penMRT has been developed by modifying signifi-
cantly a structured general-purpose main program from
PENELOPE,it must be first validated against the already
benchmarked reference code penmain. In order to com-
pare to an independent MC code, it has been decided
to use Gate (version 8.2).53 Thus, a series of cross-
validation tests have been performed, based on dose
maps, PDDs and dose profiles analysis, in order to val-

idate penMRT. For comparison purposes, apart from
the intrinsic differences in source geometry definition
between Gate and PENELOPE and the chosen physics
list, the same simulation parameters have been used
in Gate rather than in penmain and penMRT. Indeed, in
order to take into account the polarization effect, in Gate
the “Livermore_polar” physics list has been used.

The spectrum which has been used by Martínez-
Rovira et al. in 201120 has been used for these cross-
validations (average energy of 103.8 keV, see Figure 2).
As the goal of this work is to validate the reliabil-
ity of penMRT, no variance reduction methods were
used. Even if the beam divergence is negligible for
synchrotrons X-rays; the small beam divergence has
been taken into account in this study by positioning the
radiation source 40.5 m away from the center of the
phantom.20
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Performance tests on penMRT consist in comparing
Gate, penmain and penMRT for various combinations
of C1 and C2 values:

1. For irradiations with a rectangular homogeneous
2 × 2 cm2 radiation field (broad beam): Penmain and
Gate simulations were done in a quadric (Figure 2a)
water phantom (18 × 18 × 18 cm3) and were man-
ually parallelized on 10 CPUs. PenMRT simulations
were carried out on a voxelized (Figure 2b) water
phantom (18 × 18 × 18 cm3) with the parallelization
performed using OpenMPI on 10 CPUs. To have an
acceptable uncertainty, 1010 particles are simulated.
Doses were scored in bins of 0.5 × 1 × 1 mm3 and a
zone of 180 (X direction) × 180 (Y direction) × 180 (Z
direction) mm3 centered at the center of the radiation
field was covered by the dose grid. The calculation
was done in about 1.2 × 107 voxels.

2. For irradiations using a single microbeam (50 µm ×

2-cm radiation field) in quadric and voxelized water
phantom (Figure 2): The simulation parameters and
parallelization are the same as in “1.”. The compar-
isons were done on a single microbeam, because
both penmain and Gate are neither capable of repli-
cating the radiation source nor take into account the
huge number of voxels which is necessary to cover
the entire radiation field.Doses were scored in bins of
0.005 × 1× 1 mm3,where the 0.005-mm dimension is
perpendicular to the microbeam axis.A zone of 0.8 (X
direction) × 180 (Y direction) × 30 (Z direction) mm3

centered at the center of the irradiation field was cov-
ered by the dose calculation grid.The calculation was
done in about 1.3 × 106 voxels.

The results obtained by penmain, Gate and penMRT
are compared by using the relative difference given by

𝛿 =
DpenMRT − Dref (penmain∕Gate)

Dref (penmain∕Gate)
(1)

where D is the calculated dose in each dose bin, with
the reference values being set to the penmain and Gate
results.

The 2D dose maps evaluation was carried out by the
gamma index test,which is a pass–fail test using an ellip-
soid of acceptance. The test is defined as follows54:

Γ (r, D) =

√
Δr2

Δd2
M

+
ΔD2

ΔD2
M

≤ 1 (2)

where ΔDM and ΔdM are the acceptance criteria for the
dose difference and the distance to agreement (DTA),
respectively. If Γ(r, D) stands between 0 and 1, the test
passes, otherwise it fails. In our study, the dose map cal-
culated by penmain (C1 = C2 = 0.1) is taken as a refer-
ence.

Performance tests of penMRT. Four distinct perfor-
mances tests have been performed to study the capac-
ities of penMRT for:

1. Dose profiles and depth doses curves for the study
of monodirectional irradiations:

The abovementioned X-ray spectrum has been used
(average energy of 103.8 keV). The simulations were
performed using a conservative C1 and C2 value of
0.05. The source is an array of 51 microbeams (50 µm
wide, 2 cm height), covering a 2 × 2 cm2 field (400 µm
spacing, center to center). A zone of 3 (X-direction) ×
18 (Y-direction) × 3 (Z-direction) cm3 is covered with
a high-resolution dose grid, where X is the horizontal
direction perpendicular to the incident beam,Z is the ver-
tical direction and Y is the beam propagation direction.
This ensures a high-resolution coverage of the whole
beam path. The doses were scored in bins of 0.005 (X-
direction) × 1 (Y-direction) × 1 (Z-direction) mm3. 2 ×

109 primary particles have been simulated on 80 CPUs.
In this case, the calculation was done in 3.367 × 107

micrometric bins, more than 7.5 × 105 millimetric bins,
and around 1300 centimetric bins, to cover all areas of
interest in the simulation universe (water phantom and
air around the phantom). The dose maps given by pen-
MRT have also been benchmarked with penmain and
Gate. As the simulation of an array of microbeams in
the same condition as penMRT was not possible, a sin-
gle microbeam was simulated in penmain and Gate.
The absorbed doses were scored on a zone of 5 (X-
direction) × 6 (Y-direction) × 3 (Z-direction) cm3 in the
pixels of 0.005 (X-direction) × 1 (Y-direction) × 1 (Z-
direction) mm3. The obtained dose map was replicated
51 times with a pitch of 400 µm and summed to simulate
the 2 × 2 cm2 field.

2. Source replication approach validation

In order to validate the source replication strategy
against a full modeling of the mulitslit collimator, a sim-
ulation of the irradiation geometry has been performed
with the MSC based on Martínez-Rovira et al.20 calcula-
tions and compared to the source replication method in
penMRT. The point source has been set at 40.5 m from
the sample. The MSC is defined according to Bräuer-
Krisch et al.50 and placed 1 m behind the sample. The
simulations were performed using a harder spectrum,
which is currently used for preclinical tests at the ESRF-
ID17,20,55 on large animals (121.7 keV average energy)
to be in the worst transmission situation. The follow-
ing parameters are used C1=C2 = 0.05, absorption
energies of 10 keV and 1 keV for photons and elec-
trons, respectively. The dose calculation grid resolution
is set to 0.005 × 1 × 1 mm3. A 410 µm center-to-
center pitch for the source replication has been used
for this comparison to account for the beam divergence
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in the simulation with a point source and collimator in
place.

3. Cross-fired irradiation validation:

For benchmarking penMRT against penmain in cross-
fired irradiation geometries. A single microbeam of
50 µm × 2 cm in a water phantom of 18 × 18 × 18 cm3

is simulated with the same spectrum as “2.” and the
doses are scored using the grids of 0.005 × 1 × 1 mm3

on a zone of 5 × 6 × 3 cm3. This dose map is then
replicated with a pitch of 400 µm to simulate the 2 ×

2 cm2 field.For each incidence angle, the dose maps are
resampled (using grid data from the SciPy package) to
obtain 0.005 × 0.005 × 1 mm3 dose bins and summed
for each incidence. The same process of resampling
and summation has been performed on penMRT dose
maps. A 1 × 1 × 0.1 cm3 region of interest (ROI) is cho-
sen at the center of the dose maps for statistical com-
parison purposes. The similarity of dose distributions
is investigated using a statistical Q–Q test (quantile–
quantile plot) on the dDVHs that are calculated on the
ROI. The comparisons have been performed for the
cross-fired irradiation protocol with two beams at 90
degrees.

4. Cross-fired irradiations using several microbeam
arrays:

The simulations were performed using the same
spectrum as “2.”and C1 and C2 were kept to a conserva-
tive value of 0.05. A dose calculation grid configuration
is chosen in order to study the cross-firing region with a
high-resolution (Figure 3a).A zone of 3 (X-direction) × 6
(Y-direction) × 3 (Z-direction) cm3 at the center of an 18
× 18× 18 cm3 water phantom was covered with the high-
resolution dose calculation grid of 0.005 (X-direction)
× 1 (Y-direction) × 1 (Z-direction) mm3, where X is the
horizontal axis perpendicular to the incident beam. The
remaining geometry was covered by a 1 × 1 × 1 mm3

dose calculation grid. The phantom was irradiated with
a single (at 0◦) and three (at 0◦, 35◦, and 90◦) irradiation
beams. This performance test highlights the multi-scale
capabilities of penMRT as well as its capacity to sim-
ulate multi-directional treatments. The different beam
incidences were simulated separately using 2 × 109

particles on 80 CPUs within more than 1.1 × 107 micro-
metric bins,6 × 106 millimetric bins and 1300 centimetric
bins.

The summed dose maps are thus obtained and
displayed in 0.005 × 0.005 × 1 mm3 voxels in the
abovementioned high-resolution region, after rotation
of each individual dose map. High-resolution dDVHs
are extracted on a 1 × 1 × 1 cm3 ROI centered
on the treatment isocenter at the center of the
phantom.

3 RESULTS

3.1 PenMRT versus penmain and Gate
cross-validation tests

Broad beam irradiation fields. For both, penMRT and
penmain, simulation times of around 120, 50, and 36 h
were recorded on the ESRF cluster56 to simulate 1010

primary showers, for C1 and C2 values of 0.01,0.05,and
0.1,respectively (by doubling the C1 and C2 parameters,
the simulation time decreases by a factor of 3.5). In the
case of Gate, the simulation time was about 72 h.

Isodose maps, gamma index maps and dose profiles
calculated by penmain, Gate and penMRT in a phantom
irradiated by a broad beam of 2× 2 cm2 are compared at
a depth of 2 cm in water in Figure 4.The doses obtained
with penmain using C1 and C2 values of 0.01 are taken
as a conservative reference value compared to C1, C2
equal to 0.05 and 0.1 as suggested by Salvat et al.39 and
Martínez-Rovira et al.,22 respectively.

The 2D evaluation (2%, 1 mm relative gamma index
test, Figure 4a) shows a gamma index passing rate of
99% within the isodose of 20%.The vertical deformation
of the 5% isodose in Figure 4a highlights that the polar-
ization effect has been properly taken into account. In
Figure 4b and d, the comparison of horizontal and ver-
tical dose profiles between penmain, Gate and penMRT
are showing an excellent agreement regardless of the
C1 and C2 values. The comparison between the verti-
cal and horizontal dose profiles shows the polarization
effects on field edges and out-of -field doses. A max-
imum polarization of synchrotron generated X-rays in
the horizontal direction, causes a diminution of the out-
of -field dose in the horizontal plane and an increase in
the vertical plane.The polarization effect leads to similar
results for penmain, Gate and penMRT (Figure 4d). The
relative differences are plotted only for C1 and C2 equal
to 0.01, 0.1, and Gate, for not overcharging Figure 4c
and e. Figures s 4c and e show that the relative differ-
ence is less than ±0.5% inside the irradiation field. The
relative differences outside the irradiation field, beyond
the 10% isodose, are higher and can reach a maximum
of about ±10%, due to the significant increase of the
intrinsic statistical uncertainties.A two sigma uncertainty
level of 0.9%,0.9% and 2.3% have been achieved in the
beam center,penumbra and out-of -field (1.5 cm from the
beam center), respectively.

The experimental doses as measured with a pinpoint
ionization chamber agree with the doses calculated with
penMRT and relative differences between 0.15% and
1.5% are measured for depths ranging from 2 to 10 cm
in solid water.

Single microbeam irradiation fields. For cross-
validation of penMRT versus penmain and Gate in
micrometric scale, simulation times of around 38, 19,
and 8 h were recorded on the ESRF cluster, to simulate
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F IGURE 4 Cross-validation of dose maps and dose profiles obtained by penmain, Gate and penMRT in a water phantom irradiated by a 2
× 2 cm2 broad beam field at a depth of 2 cm. (a) 2%/1 mm relative gamma index test where the dose map of penmain as the reference is
compared to penMRT (C1 = C2 = 0.1). (b) Comparison of horizontal dose profiles, (c) Relative difference between horizontal dose profiles
obtained by penMRT, penmain, and Gate (reference: penmain with C1 = C2 = 0.01, 0.1 and Gate, respectively.) (d) Comparison of vertical and
horizontal dose profiles obtained with penMRT, penmain (C1 = C2 = 0.1) and Gate. (e) Relative difference between vertical dose profiles
obtained by penMRT, penmain and Gate (reference: penmain with C1 = C2 = 0.01, 0.1 and Gate, respectively)

1010 primary showers, for C1 and C2 values of 0.01,
0.05, and 0.1, respectively. In the case of Gate the
simulation time was about 48 h.

Isodose maps, gamma index maps and dose profiles
calculated by penmain, Gate and penMRT in a phantom
irradiated by a single microbeam of 50 µm × 2 cm are
compared at a depth of 2 cm in water in Figure 5. The
values obtained with penmain using C1 and C2 values
of 0.01 are chosen as a conservative reference.A 100%
passing rate for a relative gamma index test of 2%/5 µm
is obtained (Figure 5a). The relative difference in the
doses calculated by penmain, and penMRT stays lower
than 0.1% in the microbeam, and stays below 1% until
the 5% isodose (Figure 5c) due to the statistical uncer-
tainty increase. A two sigma uncertainty level of 0.2%,
0.3% and 4.8% has been achieved in the microbeam
center, penumbra (the distance between 80% and 20%
of the peak dose) and out-of -field (175 µm from the
microbeam center), respectively.

Gate and penMRT comparison. Comparisons
between Gate and penMRT show good agreement
inside the irradiation field (differences lower than 0.1%).
This accordance decreases at the field edges which
can be explained by the different strategies in source
definition in these two separate simulations and by the
use of different physical models. The differences in
the physics lists can introduce discrepancies between
the two simulations (around 10%–15% for the broad
beam, and around 5% for the single microbeam). These
out-of -field or valley doses are mainly due to scattered
photons and electrons transport. This difference in out-
of -field doses calculated by PENELOPE and Livermore
is also reported in other studies.57

PDDs in broad beam and single microbeam
fields. The PDD simulated for broad beams and
one microbeam, using penmain, Gate and penMRT
at various values of C1 and C2 are represented in
Figure 6. A good agreement between penmain and
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F IGURE 5 Cross-validation of dose maps obtained by penmain,
Gate, and penMRT in a water phantom irradiated by a 50 µm × 2 cm
single microbeam field. (a) Relative gamma index test of 2%/5 µm
where the dose map of penmain as the reference is compared to
penMRT (C1 = C2 = 0.1). (b) Horizontal profiles were obtained by
penMRT, Gate, and penmain. (c) Relative difference between
penMRT, penmain and Gate (reference: penmain with C1 = C2 =

0.01, 0.1 and Gate, respectively)

penMRT is observed for broad beam PDDs (Figure 6a
and b), with a maximum relative difference of ±1.5%
in depth below 12.5 cm (which corresponds to the
isodose 20%) and showing an increase in the statis-
tical uncertainty coherent with the depth increase. An
excellent agreement is observed between penmain
and penMRT for a single microbeam. A maximum
relative difference of less than ±1% is observed, inde-
pendently of the considered depth (Figure 6c and d),
because in that case, the 1010 particles are concen-

trated in the microbeam. As is shown in Figure 6b
and d a relative difference lower than 1% is observed
between penmain, Gate, and penMRT. The discrepan-
cies increase with depth to reach 6% and it might be due
to the differences in the physical models in these two
approaches.

3.2 PenMRT performance
characterization

Full MRT field simulation. After benchmarking penMRT
against penmain for broad beam and single microbeam
simulations, the performance of penMRT was tested in
full irradiation field of 2 × 2 cm2 consisting of an array
of 51 microbeams (50 µm by 20 mm equally spaced,
400 µm center to center). In this case, a simulation time
of 28 h was recorded on the ESRF cluster (2 × 109

primary particles, dose calculation grid of 0.005 × 1 ×

1 mm3). A two sigma uncertainty level of 1.1%, 3%, and
6% has been achieved in the beam center, penumbra,
and valley area (average of 100 µm centered at the val-
ley center), respectively.

The dose map at 2 cm of depth, the horizontal dose
profile in the center of the field, as well as the peak and
valley PDDs are represented in Figure 7. The PDD val-
ues (Figure 7c and d) correspond to doses averaged
on 0.01 × 1 × 1 mm3 bins for the peak PDD, 0.1 × 1
× 1 mm3 for the valley PDD. The peak dose PDD is
varying as a decreasing mono-exponential function with
depth. PDD(y) = 100exp (−0.16084y), so the calculated
linear attenuation coefficient is 0.1608 cm–1, while the
linear attenuation coefficient of water at 103.8 keV is
0.1687 cm–1, which is less than 5% difference, using
the monochromatic approximation. The valley doses
are mainly caused by the scattered photons from the
peaks inside the field. We observe that the valley doses
increase to a maximum value and then decrease with
the depth. This depth depends on the energy spectrum
and in our case the maximum valley dose appeared at
a depth of 1.9 cm.The valley PDD also exhibits a higher
statistical uncertainty as valley doses are only made of
out-of -field doses.

The dose map obtained with penMRT is compared
to the dose map obtained by replicating the dose
maps obtained by penmain and Gate with one single
microbeam (Figure 8).There is a good agreement in the
peaks doses (less than 1% relative difference),whilst the
valley doses differ from 0.5% to 7.5 % between Gate
and penMRT, which could be due to the differences in
the physics lists that impact the modeling of the trans-
port of low-to-medium energy photons and electrons.

In order to justify the usage of the source replication
model, an MRT dose profile obtained by replication is
compared to an MRT dose profile obtained by simulat-
ing the MSCs (a zoom on the central peak and valley is
shown in Figure 9).
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F IGURE 6 (a) PDDs in broad beam obtained by penmain and penMRT with C1 and C2 values of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 and Gate. (b) Relative
difference between PDD of penMRT/penmain (reference: penmain with C1 = C2 = 0.01 and 0.1) and penMRT/Gate in the broad beam. (c)
PDDs in a single microbeam obtained by penmain and penMRT, with C1 and C2 values of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 and Gate. (d) Relative difference
between the PDD obtained by penMRT/penmain (reference: penmain with C1 = C2 = 0.01 and 0.1) and penMRT/Gate in the single microbeam.
PDD, percentage depth dose

By using the source replication approach, we have
about 0.6% dose underestimation on valleys, due to the
lack of scattering and transmission effects on MSCs
blades.At the peak center, the relative difference is negli-
gible. A 5%–10% relative difference is observed in high-
gradient areas, that is in the microbeam penumbras over
15 µm. This is inherent to the source definition strategy.
This validates the source replication approach, neglect-
ing the collimator transmission and scatter effects.

3.3 Multi-scale dose maps in
unidirectional and multidirectional
MRT irradiations

Before testing penMRT in complex treatment conditions,
penMRT has been validated against penmain for multi-
directional irradiations.

The comparisons between penmain and penMRT for
multiple incidences of irradiations are represented in
Figure 10. As the Q–Q test has returned a dose com-
parisons distributions map that follows the y = x line,
it clearly shows the similarity of the two-dose distribu-
tions. We thus validated penMRT against penmain for
microbeam arrays for multiple incidences.

In the end, all implemented features in penMRT
were tested by simulating unidirectional, bidirectional
and multidirectional treatments. Figure 11 shows the
multi-scale dose maps along with a zoom on the
high-resolution calculation grid. Simulating each beam
requires less than 24 h on the ESRF cluster. In multidi-
rectional treatment, all the treatment beams can be sim-

ulated at the same time. Showing micrometric informa-
tion on a centimetric scale induces some display arti-
facts which are visible in the subplots of Figure 11.
The dose values are however available as shown on
the zoomed figure, where display artifacts are no longer
seen.

The interpretation of high-resolution dose maps can
be helped by the analysis of high-resolution DVHs. An
example of high-resolution DVHs obtained on a virtual
1 × 1 × 1 cm3 target centered on the treatment isocen-
ter is also shown in Figure 11. The dose was prescribed
such that the whole ROI received a minimum valley dose
of 1 Gy in each irradiation beam. The minimum value of
DVHs is 1 and 3 Gy, for unidirectional and 3 beams treat-
ments, respectively. The bin width on the DVHs is set at
1 Gy. The peak doses are leading to bell shape plots on
the DVHs with the presence of stripes of peak doses
as well as hot spots where microbeams cross. To our
knowledge,these are the first high-resolution dose maps
and DVHs obtained for MRT treatments using cross-
fired beams.

In unidirectional treatments (Figure 11a.III), 70% of
the target receives valley doses from 1 to 4 Gy, whilst
around 9.8% of the volume receives the peak doses
(>40 Gy) and 2.32% of the volume receives the doses
from the average penumbra values (20–40 Gy).Cumula-
tive dose analysis confirms that 100% of the target ben-
efits from the minimum valley dose (1 Gy), and around
12.5% of the volume is exposed to peak doses. In the
case of two perpendicular MRT field treatments (results
are not shown as they are implicitly represented in 3
beams treatment analysis), about 61.1% of the target
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F IGURE 7 (a) Dose map for a 2 × 2 cm2 MRT irradiation field. The position of the horizontal dose profile is shown with a dashed line. (b)
Horizontal dose profile at 2 cm of depth. (c) Central peak. (d) Central valley PDD. MRT, microbeam radiation therapy; PDD, percentage depth
dose

receives the sum of the two valley doses (2–8 Gy),whilst
about 1.28% of the volume receives the sum of 2 peak
doses (>90 Gy).Overall, 16.51% of the volume receives
the doses which come from one peak and one valley
(around 55 Gy). Cumulative dose analysis shows that
20%–23% of the volume is exposed to lethal doses if
the latter are equal to at least one peak dose. In the
MRT treatment based on three fields (Figure 11b.III),
the percentage of the volume receiving the doses from
three valleys decreases to about 46%. About 0.1% of
the volume has the dose of three covering peaks, whilst
0.31% of the volume takes advantage of two cover-
ing peaks and about 17% of the volume receives the
dose of two valleys and one peak. Based on cumulative
dose analysis 100% of the volume receives at least the
three valley doses and at 30%–35% of the target, vol-
ume is covered by lethal doses brought by at least one
peak.

4 DISCUSSION

In this paper, penMRT has been first benchmarked
against penmain and Gate for broad beam calculations
as well as for a single microbeam irradiation and a full
microbeam array. This benchmarking was mandatory
to test the fact that the modifications performed in the
PENELOPE general-purpose main program penmain39

to build penMRT were not affecting the accuracy of the
MC simulations themselves. This has been validated
for various values of C1–C2 from 0.01 to 0.1, respec-

tively. The source replication approach and multidirec-
tional treatment have also been validated.

The penMRT performance tests demonstrate the reli-
ability of penMRT to be used for 3D conformal MRT
irradiations. In Table 2, the PVDRs obtained by pen-
MRT are compared to the PVDR available in the litera-
ture. The penMRT calculated PVDR values in a square
field composed of an array of 51 microbeams, and are
in good agreement (0%–8% relative difference) with
the study conducted by Martínez-Rovira et al. in 2012
with an approach limited to one unidirectional square
field irradiation at a normal incidence to the voxelized
phantom.22 The study from Martínez-Rovira et al.22 is
based on a complete simulation of the beamline com-
ponents (from wiggler to phantom), while penMRT is
based on an approach that aims at optimizing the sim-
ulation time without impairing the results such as the
source replication and the use of MRT spectra as gen-
erated by the Oasys software58 developed at the ESRF.
It was thus essential to compare the two approaches
in similar cases. The PVDR values calculated by pen-
MRT are also compared to the hybrid dose calculation
PVDR values given by Donzelli et al.37 In this publication
a spectrum with an average energy of 105 or 110 keV
has been used. In our study, the small animal’s spec-
trum with an average energy of around 103.8 keV has
been used. A relative difference between 0% and 8.5%
can be observed between penMRT and hybrid PVDR
values. The highest differences (8.5% and 5.7%, for 5
and 10 mm depth, respectively) are observed mostly in
the lower depths, which can be explained by differences
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F IGURE 8 (a) Comparison of horizontal MRT profiles in a field
created by penMRT and the fields created using single microbeam
replication in penmain and Gate. (b) A zoom on horizontal profile. (c)
The relative difference between penMRT/penmain and
penMRT/Gate horizontal profiles. MRT, microbeam radiation therapy

in the low-energy spectrum components between these
two studies.The results are also coherent with the exper-
imental study performed by Livingstone et al.10

It is also shown that taking into account the photon
polarization is important for penumbras and out-of -field
doses calculations. The polarization effects should not
be neglected, in particular when the prescription is per-
formed on valley doses. Our results were in accordance
with the study conducted by De Felici et al. on the polar-
ization effect.29

F IGURE 9 (a) Comparison of dose profiles (zoom on the central
peak and valley) obtained by source replication approach and
modeling a multislit collimator in a water phantom irradiated by a 2 ×

2 cm2 MRT field at a depth of 2 cm (standard deviation of two sigma
is demonstrated in this figure). (b) Relative difference of dose profiles
of simulated by source replication approach and multislit collimators.
MRT, microbeam radiation therapy

The source replication approach used in penMRT
accelerates the simulations with the cost of neglecting
the transmission, diffusion, and reflection through the
MSC. In a recent study from Pellicioli et al.59 the effect
of the MSC on peak and valley doses has been investi-
gated. Based on this study, a perfect collimator assump-
tion might cause an underestimation of the valley doses
from 5% to 30% depending on the field size and the
energy spectrum.The peak doses might be less affected
with an underestimation of about 0.2%. The experimen-
tal valley doses values found experimentally by Pellicioli
et al.might,however,be slightly overestimated due to the
irradiation modality used to retrieve valley doses from
HD-V2 Gafchromic films, which might have introduced
a blurring effect and increased valley doses. Our source
replication validation showed that the valley dose under-
estimation would be around 0.6%. However, in order to
have an improved precision of the collimator contribu-
tion, a mother simulation can be run and a PSF after
the MSC is retrieved, but loading and processing a PSF
would increase the simulation time considerably,60 when
compared to the source replication approach. As an
alternative,simulating the contribution of multislit blades
in the form of multiple virtual sources is also under
investigation.
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F IGURE 10 Simulation of a multi-directional treatment. (a.I) A cross-fired dose map given by penMRT. (a.II) The penMRT differential
dose–volume histogram on a region of interest of 1 × 1 × 0.1 cm3. (b.I) A cross-fired dose map given by a penmain. (b.II) The penmain
differential dose–volume histogram on the same region of interest. (c) Q–Q plot to investigate the similarity between (a.II) and (b.II)

In this study, the capability of penMRT to simu-
late high-resolution and multi-scale and multidirectional
dose maps has been validated. To our knowledge,
these are the first high-resolution dose maps obtained
on a cross-fired irradiation scheme using synchrotron-
generated microbeam arrays. The dose maps are used
to extract high-resolution DVHs. This is of particular
interest for treatment planning in MRT,with dose metrics
representing the complexity of the irradiation. So far, the
treatment plans in MRT8,61 trials are performed using
the hybrid algorithm,37 which has a limited spatial reso-
lution due to macroscopic rendering of separated peak
and valley dose maps.17 PenMRT enables planning and
optimization of MRT treatments using high-resolution
dose metrics when several microbeams arrays are used.
Based on a recent hypothesis in MRT, the radiotherapy
toxicity and the treatment efficiency is linked to valley
and peak doses, respectively.8,61 However, the role of
the array of microbeams, the hot spots and their spatial
distribution in multidirectional irradiation is still unknown.
A recent study by Cahoon et al.62 is pointing to the
potential role of the bystander effects linked to the over

irradiated cells in the beam passage. PenMRT’s gen-
erated high-resolution dose maps and DVHs, showing
the distribution at a micrometric scale of areas covered
by peaks, valleys and hot spots is undoubtedly a signifi-
cant added value to the study of the biological outcome
of spatially fractionated radiation therapy. The next step
of this work is to perform the experimental validation
of penMRT using high-resolution detectors irradiated in
clinical conditions through end-to-end studies with con-
formal fields. The use of variance reduction methods
(e.g. interaction forcing) on the speed and accuracy of
simulations will be also investigated.

5 CONCLUSION

We have developed a multi-scale full MC dose calcu-
lation engine, penMRT, which allows the user to obtain
dose maps at the micrometric scale for photons irradi-
ations. This engine is optimized for microbeam radio-
therapy, but it can be used in other treatment modali-
ties, where a micrometric resolution and a large number
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F IGURE 11 Dose maps in X–Y plan for irradiation fields of 2 × 2 cm2, where X is the horizontal direction perpendicular to the microbeam
array direction and Y is representing the depth dose plan. The high-resolution grid of 0.005 (X direction) × 1 (Y-direction) × 1 (Z-direction) mm3

covers a 3 × 6 × 3 cm3 zone and the medium resolution dose grid of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 covers an 18 × 18 × 18 cm3 of the water phantom. The
direction of beam propagation is shown with a green arrow. (a.I) The macroscopic vision of the irradiated zone with a single MRT field showing
micrometric and millimetric dose calculation grids on the same axis. (a.II) A zoom on a high-resolution region at the center of the figure. (a.III)
dDVH of a ROI irradiated by a single MRT field. To have a better visualization, a zoom on higher dose region is given. (b.I) The macroscopic
visualization of the irradiated zone by three MRT fields (0, 35, and 90◦ incidences). (b.II) A zoom on an ROI with high resolution. The dose hot
spots from two and three crossing peaks can be seen here. (b.III) dDVH of an ROI in three irradiation field treatments with a zoom on higher
dose area. dDVH, Differential dose-volume histogram; MRT, microbeam radiation therapy; ROI, region of interest

TABLE 2 Calculated PVDR in a 2 × 2 cm2 MRT field as a function of depth compared to measured and calculated values in quasi-similar
conditions reported in the literature. In order to have comparable standard deviations, PVDRs are given with two sigma

Depth (mm)

PVDR

Martínez-Rovira et al.20 a Livingstone et al.10 b
Donzelli
et al.37 c

Monte-Carlo Gafchromic film MicroDiamond Hybrid penMRTd

5 42 ± 4 38 ± 6 33 ± 2 47 43 ± 5

10 33 ± 3 33 ± 5 28 ± 4 35 33 ± 3

20 28 ± 2 28 ± 4 24 ± 4 28 28 ± 2

40 25 ± 2 22 ± 3 21 ± 2 23 23 ± 2

50 – – 21 ± 1 23 22 ± 2

100 23 ± 3 19 ± 3 19 ± 1 21 21 ± 3

Abbreviations: MRT, microbeam radiation therapy; PVDR, peak to valley dose ratio.
aAverage energy of spectrum = 100 keV.
bAverage energy of spectrum = 95 keV.
cAverage energy of spectrum ≈ 105 keV.
dAverage energy of spectrum = 103.8 keV.
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of scoring dose bins are required. This code has been
benchmarked against two general-purpose MC codes:
penmain (based on PENELOPE) and Gate (based on
Geant4). The ability of penMRT to calculate dose maps
in multi-scale grids in unidirectional and multidirectional
treatments has been validated.As a main result, the first
high-resolution dose maps and associated DVHs ever
obtained have been produced, which is bringing a sig-
nificant added value to treatment planning in spatially
fractionated radiation therapy.
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